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Abstract

In this work we present the average-case analysis of orthogonal range search for
several multidimensional data structures. We first consider random relaxedK-d trees as
a prototypical example. Later we extend these results to many different multidimensional
data structures. We show that the performance of range searches is related to the
performance of a variant of partial matches using a mixture of geometric and combinatorial
arguments. This reduction simplifies the analysis and allows us to give exact upper and
lower bounds for the performance of range searches (Theorems 3 and 4) and a useful
characterization of the cost of range search as a sum of the costs of partial match-like
operations (Theorem 5). Using these results, we can get very precise asymptotic estimates
for the expected cost of range searches (Theorem 6).
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1. Introduction

Orthogonal range search appears frequently in applications of large databases,
geographical information systems, multimedia databases and computer graphics,
among others [16]. Given a collection of multidimensional data points and a query
rectangle, the goal of an orthogonal range search (range search, for short) is to
retrieve all the data points in the collection that fall inside the given rectangle.
Apart from the applications of range search as such, it is implicitly involved in
more complex region queries and other associative queries.

Many data structures have been proposed for the management of multi-
dimensional data and specifically for range search (see for instance [3]). Among
these,K-d trees [1], quadtrees [2],K-d tries [15] and multiple variants of these.

However, the mathematical analysis of the performance of range searches has
proven a difficult task. The original analysis by Bentley et al. and most subsequent
work (e.g., [4,17]) rely on the unrealistic assumption that the considered tree
data structure is perfectly balanced, which often yields unduly optimistic results.
Only recently, there has been remarkable progresses on this direction with two
recent papers [5,7] that provide upper (Ω) and lower bounds (big-Oh) for the
average performance of range search in standardK-d trees, squarishK-d trees
(a variant of the former introduced in [7]) and other multidimensional data
structures.

In this work we analyze the average cost of range queries using the same
random model as in [5,7] and obtain sharper results. In particular, we get exact
upper and lower bounds (Theorems 3 and 4) and a characterization of the cost of
range search as the sum of the cost of partial match-like searches (Theorem 5).
Using these results, we can obtain tight asymptotic estimates for the expected cost
of range search (Theorem 6). Our proof techniques—a combination of geometric
and combinatorial arguments—are rather different from those in [5,7], but they
are also easily applicable to many multidimensional data structures. We analyze
first the average cost of range search in randomizedK-d trees [8] and later
discuss how our results generalize to other multidimensional data structures. We
begin reviewing random(ized) relaxedK-d trees and orthogonal range queries
in Section 2, as well as the random models used in the sequel. In Section 3 we
introducesliced partial matchesand relate the performance of range search with
the performance of sliced partial matches; we use this relationship to provide
a tight asymptotic analysis of the average cost of range search. In Section 4
we show that the results for randomizedK-d trees can be easily extended to
most tree-like multidimensional data structures, namely, standardK-d trees,
squarishK-d trees,K-d-t trees, standard and relaxedK-d tries, quadtrees and
quadtries.

In the last section, we report the results of a preliminary experimental study that
we have conducted in order to validate the analytic results of previous sections.
An extended abstract of this works appears in [9].
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Fig. 1. A relaxed 2-d tree and the corresponding induced partition of[0,1]2.

2. Basic definitions

Let F = {x(1), x(2), . . . , x(n)}, n � 0, be the file ofK-dimensional data points.
We assume that eachx ∈ F is aK-tuplex = (x0, . . . , xK−1) in [0,1]K .

A relaxedK-d tree [8] for a setF of K-dimensional data points is a binary
tree in which:

(a) each node contains aK-dimensional data point and has an associated
discriminantj ∈ {0,1, . . . ,K − 1};

(b) for each nodex with discriminantj , the following invariant is true: any data
point y in the left subtree satisfiesyj < xj and any data pointz in the right
subtree satisfieszj � xj (see Fig. 1).

Notice that the sequence of discriminants in a path from the root to any leaf
is arbitrary. On the contrary, the definition of standardK-d trees [1] requires the
sequence of discriminants along any path to be cyclic, starting withj = 0. Thus
the root of the tree discriminates with respect to the first coordinate (j = 0), its
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sons at level 1 discriminate w.r.t. the second coordinate (j = 1), and in general,
all nodes at levelm discriminate w.r.t. coordinatej = mmodK.

Our average-case analysis of range searches over relaxedK-d trees in Section 3
will assume that trees arerandom. We say that a relaxedK-d tree of sizen is
random if it is built by n insertions where the points are independently drawn
from a continuous distribution in[0,1]K and the discriminants are uniformly and
independently drawn from{0, . . . ,K − 1}.

In random relaxedK-d trees, these assumptions about the distribution of the
input imply that then!KKn possible configurations of input file and discriminant
sequences are equiprobable [8]. For standardK-d trees, since there is a fixed
rule for discriminants, the assumption of random insertions (producing random
standardK-d trees) implies that alln!K input sequences are equiprobable [1,13].
In particular, in a random relaxedK-d tree each of then ·K possibilities of (key,
discriminant) pairs are equally likely to appear in the root and once the root is
fixed, the left and right subtrees are independent random relaxedK-d trees.

A range queryis a K-dimensional hyperrectangleQ. We shall writeQ =
[�0, u0]× [�1, u1]× · · ·× [�K−1, uK−1], with �i � ui , for 0� i < K. We will use
a small variation of the probabilistic model of random range queries introduced
in [5,7]. In this model, the edges of arandom range queryhave given lengths
∆0,∆1, . . . ,∆K−1, with 0� ∆i � 1/2, for 0� i < K and the center of the query
is an independently drawn pointz in

Z∆ =
∏

0�r<K

[
−∆r

2
,1+ ∆r

2

]

=
[
−∆0

2
,1+ ∆0

2

]
×

[
−∆1

2
,1+ ∆1

2

]
×· · ·×

[
−∆K−1

2
,1+ ∆K−1

2

]
,

sampled from some continuous distribution. Therefore,�i = zi − ∆i/2 andui =
zi + ∆i/2, for 0� i < K. Notice that in this model a range queryQ may fall
partially outside of[0,1]K , so in general,

Q⊂ C∆ =
∏

0�r<K

[−∆r,1+∆r ].

Range searching in any variant ofK-d trees is straightforward. When visiting
a nodex that discriminates w.r.t. thej th coordinate, we must comparexj with the
j th range[�j , uj ] of the query. If the query range is totally above (or below) that
value, we must search only the right subtree (respectively, left) of that node. If, on
the contrary,�j � xj � uj then both subtrees must be searched; additionally, we
must check whetherx falls or not inside the query hyperrectangle. This procedure
continues recursively until empty subtrees are reached.

We will measure the cost of range queries by the number of nodes of theK-d
tree visited during the search. If the number of points to be reported by the range
search isP then the costRn of the range search will be of the form�(P + Wn),
whereWn is theoverhead.
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3. Analysis of the cost of range searches

3.1. Bounding rectangles, slices, and sliced partial match

Thebounding rectangleB(x) = [l0(x), u0(x)] × · · · × [lK−1(x), uK−1(x)] of
a pointx = (x0, . . . , xK−1) in aK-d treet is the region of[0,1]K corresponding
to the leaf replaced byx whenx was inserted intot . Formally, it is defined as
follows:

(1) if x is the root oft thenB(x) = [0,1]K ;
(2) if y = (y0, . . . , yK−1) is the father ofx in t andy discriminates w.r.t. thej th

coordinate then:
(a) if xj < yj then B(x) = [l0(y), u0(y)] × · · · × [lj (y), yj ] × · · · ×

[lK−1(y), uK−1(y)], and
(b) if xj � yj then B(x) = [l0(y), u0(y)] × · · · × [yj , uj (y)] × · · · ×

[lK−1(y), uK−1(y)].

Lemma 1. A pointx with bounding rectangleB(x) is visited by a range search
with query hyperrectangleQ if and only ifB(x) intersectsQ.

Proof. See [5,7]. ✷
In order to relate the performance of range searches with the performance of

partial matches, we need to introduce several notions, beginning with that ofslice.
Given a bitstringw = (w0, . . . ,wK−1) of lengthK, the sliceQw is theK-dimen-
sional hyperrectangle defined by

Qw =
∏

0�r<K

[
�′
r , u

′
r

]
,

where[�′
i , u

′
i] = [max{0, �i},min{ui,1}] if wi = 0 and[�′

i , u
′
i] = [0,1] if wi = 1.

Notice thatQ00...0 = Q∩ [0,1]K andQ11...1 = [0,1]K .
Another useful notion is that ofproper slice. The proper sliceQ̂w is the

hyperregion defined by

Q̂w = Qw −
⋃
v<w

Qv,

wherev < w if and only if vi < wi for all 0 � i < K. Thus a proper slicêQw is
the region that results when all properly contained slices withinQw are subtracted
from it (see Fig. 2). Alternatively,̂Qw is the result of subtracting fromQw those
slicesQv such thatv < w andv differs fromw in just one bit. The only proper
slice consisting of a simple connected region isQ̂00...0 = Q00...0 = Q ∩ [0,1]K ;
in general,Q̂w consists of 2order(w) connected subregions, where order(w) is the
number of 1’s in the bitstringw.
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Fig. 2. Example of the proper slices induced by a queryQ.

The most important concept in this subsection is that ofsliced partial match.
But let us briefly review first (standard) partial matches. In a partial match search,
we are given a queryq = (q0, q1, . . . , qK−1), with qi ∈ [−∆i,1 + ∆i] ∪ {∗} and
the goal is to report those points in the file that match the query, that is, the
pointsx such thatxi = qi if qi �= ∗, for all 0� i < K. For a queryq , the bitstring
w = (w0,w1, . . . ,wK−1) such thatwi = 1 if qi �= ∗ andwi = 0 otherwise, is
called thespecification patternof the query. A query might then be thought as a
pair consisting in a pointy ∈ C∆ and a bitstringw. Partial matches make sense if
at least one coordinate of the query is specified and at least one coordinate is not.
Their performance has been extensively studied in several multidimensional data
structures (see, for instance, [7,11,12,14]).

Given a query hyperrectangleQ, a bitstringw and a pointy ∈ C∆, a sliced
partial match acts as a standard partial match with queryq = (q0, q1, . . . , qK−1)

whereqi = yi if wi = 1 andqi = ∗ if wi = 0 (hence the specification pattern of
the partial match isw), but contrary to a standard partial match it only reports the
visited pointsx in the data structure such thatx ∈ Q̂w .

To every (sliced) partial match with pointy and specification patternw we
associate the hyperplaneH(y,w) defined by

H(y,w)= {x ∈C∆ | ∀i: wi = 1 �⇒ xi = yi}.
Notice that the value ofyi in the definition ofH(y,w) is irrelevant ifwi = 0.

For instance, ifK = 2 thenH(y,00) = C∆, H(y,11) = {y}, H(y,01) is
a segment passing throughy parallel to the horizontal axis, andH(x,10) is
a segment passing throughx parallel to the vertical axis.

Lemma 2. A point x with bounding rectangleB(x) is visited and reported by
a partial match with query pointy and specification patternw, if and only if the
bounding rectangleB(x) intersects the hyperplaneH(y,w).

A point x with bounding rectangleB(x) is visited and reported by a sliced
partial match with query hyperrectangleQ, specification patternw, and query
point y, if and only if x ∈ Q̂w and the bounding rectangleB(x) intersects the
hyperplaneH(y,w).
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Proof. The proof is immediate from Lemma 1. Notice that a (sliced) partial
match behaves as a range query in which the hyperrectangle query “degenerates”
to the hyperplaneH(y,w) (when a coordinate is specified in the query the
corresponding range[�i, ui] has identical endpoints; when the coordinate is
not specified we have a corresponding full range). In the case of sliced partial
matches, only those points that also belong toQ̂w are reported. ✷
3.2. The combinatorial characterizations

In this section we state several relations between the costR(t) of an orthogonal
range search in aK-d treet and the performancePw(t, y) of a sliced partial match
with specification patternw and query pointy in aK-d treet . The implicit query
hyperrectangleQ is the same for both the range search and the sliced partial
match.

Theorem 3. Given a queryQ with cornersv0, v1, . . . , v2K−1 and aK-d treet ,

R(t) �
∑

0�j<2K

∑
w∈(0+1)K

Pw(t, vj ).

Proof. Consider a pointx visited by a range search with queryQ. Let w be the
index of the proper slice that containsx, i.e.,x ∈ Q̂w . Recall that sincex is visited
by the range search we haveB(x) ∩ Q �= ∅ (Lemma 1). Therefore, by Lemma 2,
it suffices to show that ifB(x) intersectsQ then there exists at least one cornervj
of Q such that the hyperplaneH(vj ,w) does intersectB(x).

If B(x) contains any of the corners ofQ then the statement above is clearly
true: since the hyperplaneH(vj ,w) containsvj , it must intersectB(x). If B(x)
does not contain any corner ofQ, there are two possibilities to consider: either
B(x) is entirely withinQ, or B(x) intersects one or more faces ofQ. If B(x) is
totally insideQ thenw = 0 . . .0 and indeedH(vj ,0 . . .0) = C∆ intersectsB(x)
for any cornervj . On the other hand, ifB(x) intersects one or more faces ofQ

but does not contain a corner nor it is contained insideQ thenw �= 11. . .1 and
Q̂w must “contact” one of the intersected faces, in the sense that the face is a
boundary ofQ̂w . Letf be such face. Now, the hyperplaneH(vj ,w) contains this
face (and hence it intersectsB(x)), provided thatvj is any corner of the facef
(see Fig. 3 for a graphical illustration of this proof whenK = 2). ✷
Theorem 4. Given a queryQ with center atz and aK-d treet ,

R(t) �
∑

w∈(0+1)K

Pw(t, z).

Proof. The statement of the theorem is immediate, once we show that whenever
a pointx is reported by a sliced partial match with parametersw andz then it is
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Fig. 3. Graphical illustration of the proof of Theorem 3.

also visited by the range search with queryQ. Formally, we have to show that if
x ∈ Q̂w andH(z,w) intersects the bounding rectangleB(x) of x thenB(x) also
intersectsQ. Indeed, ifw = 00. . .0 then the statement trivially holds sincex ∈Q.
On the other hand, ifw �= 00. . .0 thenH(z,w) andQ̂w are disjoint. SinceB(x)
intersectŝQw (x is part of both by hypothesis) the only way forB(x) to intersect
H(z,w) is to intersectQ too (then, because of Lemma 1,x must be visited by the
range search). ✷
Theorem 5. Given a queryQ with center atz divide C∆ into 2K quadrants
C0,C1, . . . ,C2K−1, with z the contact point of the2K quadrants. LetR(i)(t)

denote the number of points of theith quadrant visited by a range search with
queryQ in theK-d treet . Similarly, letP (i)

w (t, y) denote the number of points of
the ith quadrant reported by sliced partial match with patternw and pointy in
theK-d tree t . Let vi be the unique corner ofQ belonging to theith quadrant.
Then

R(i)(t) =
∑

w∈(0+1)K

P (i)
w (t, vi).

Proof. For a pointx belonging to theith quadrant and the proper slicêQw , the
intersection ofH(vi,w) with B(x) implies the intersection ofQ with B(x). On
the other hand, ifB(x) intersectsQ there is at least one cornerv such thatH(v,w)

intersectsB(x); it is not difficult to see that one of these corners must bevi , the
unique corner ofQ in the ith quadrant (Fig. 3 may also help understanding the
proof even though quadrants are not depicted there).✷
3.3. The expected cost of range search in relaxedK-d trees

The theorems of Section 3.2 show that the analysis of range search reduces to
the analysis of sliced partial matches.
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Theorem 6. Let E[Rn] be the expected cost of a range search with a random
query in a randomK-d tree of sizen. LetE[Pn,w] be the expected cost of a sliced
partial match with patternw in a randomK-d tree of sizen, with respect to
a uniformly and independently drawn random query point in[0,1]K . Then

1

V (Z∆)
·

∑
w∈(0+1)K

E[Pn,w] � E[Rn] � V (Z∆) ·
∑

w∈(0+1)K

E[Pn,w],

whereV (Z∆) = ∏
0�r<K(1+∆r).

Proof. ClearlyR(t) = ∑
0�i<2K R(i)(t). Hence,

R(t) =
∑

0�i<2K

∑
w∈(0+1)K

P (i)
w (t, vi). (1)

Given a cornerv of a queryQ, if v ∈ [0,1]K let v′ = v, otherwise letv′ be the
point in the boundary of[0,1]K closest tov (see Fig. 4). It is pretty clear that ifQ
falls partially off the[0,1]K boundary, the cost of the range search is the same as
if we had a range queryQ′ where we had chopped the part ofQ that falls outside
[0,1]K . And if we shift a query so that a cornerv outside[0,1]K is aligned tov′
then the corresponding range search will have a cost which is greater or equal to
the cost of a range search where we do not perform such a shift. In other words,
for any bitstringw, queryQ, K-d treet and quadranti,

Pw(t, vi) � Pw(t, v
′
i ).

Hence,

R(t) �
∑

0�i<2K

∑
w∈(0+1)K

P (i)
w (t, v′

i ).

Fig. 4. Shifting queries falling partially off the boundaries.
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The next step is to take expectations on both sides of the equation above and
observe that, for uniformly distributed centers inZ∆, the probability thatvi falls
outside[0,1]K is( ∏

0�r<K

(1+∆r)

)
− 1.

Then we have

E[Rn] �
∏

0�r<K

(1+∆r) ·
∑

0�i<2K

∑
w∈(0+1)K

E
[
P (i)
n,w

]
,

whereE[P (i)
n,w] is the expected cost of a sliced partial match with respect to the

ith quadrant and a random uniformly distributed query point in[0,1]K . Now,

E
[
P (i)
n,w

] = Vol(Ci) · E[Pn,w],
where Vol(Ci) is the probability that, given a randomly drawn pointz in Z∆,
a random data point in[0,1]K falls in the ith quadrant defined byz. Since∑

0�i<2K Vol(Ci) = 1 the upper bound follows.
For the lower bound we use Theorem 4. Taking expectations in both sides

of the inequality of Theorem 4 and conditioning on the event “the center of the
query is inside[0,1]K ” the lower bound given in the statement is immediate,
as the probability that the center of a random query falls inside[0,1]K is
1/

∏
0�r<K(1+∆r). ✷

Although (1) gives a precise relationship between the cost of range search and
the cost of sliced partial matches, we cannot use it to get results about the variance
of Rn or its probability distribution since the costs of the sliced partial matches
(the random variablesP (i)

n,w) are not independent.
Now we need to analyze the expected cost of sliced partial matches in

random(ized) relaxedK-d trees. It easily follows from the analysis of the expected
cost of standard partial matches in random relaxedK-d trees [14]. Our next
theorem gives the expected cost of sliced partial matches in random relaxedK-d
trees.

Theorem 7. If w �= 00. . .0 andw �= 11. . .1, the expected costE[Pn,w] of a sliced
partial match in a random relaxedK-d tree of sizen w.r.t. a random query point
in [0,1]K and the patternw is

E[Pn,w] = Vol
(
Q̂w

) · β(ρ) · nα(ρ) +O(1),

where ρ = order(w)/K, α ≡ α(x) = (
√

9− 8x − 1)/2, β(x) = Γ (2α + 1)/
((1 − x)(α + 1)α3Γ 3(α)), and Vol(Q̂w) is the probability that a data point
falls inside the proper slicêQw of a randomly centered query. Furthermore,
E[Pn,00...0] = Vol(Q̂00...0) ·n andE[Pn,11...1] = 2·Vol(Q̂11...1) ·(Hn+1−1), where
Hn = ∑

1�j�n 1/j = logn+ γ +O(1/n) denotes thenth harmonic number.
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Proof. The recurrence forE[Pn,w] is

E[Pn,w] = Vol
(
Q̂w

) + 1

n

∑
0�k<n

[
ρ ·

(
k + 1

n+ 1
E[Pk,w] + n− k

n+ 1
E[Pn−k,w]

)

+ (1− ρ) · (E[Pk,w] + E[Pn−k,w])],
whereρ and Vol(Q̂w) are defined as in the statement of the theorem.

Let yw(x)= ∑
n�0 E[Pn,w]xn. Then it is easy to show thatyw(x) satisfies

xy ′′
w(x)− 2

2x − 1

1− x
y ′
w(x)− 2

2− ρ − x

(1− x)2
yw(x)− 2

Vol(Q̂w)

(1− x)3
= 0, (2)

and the initial conditions areyw(0) = 0 and y ′
w(0) = Vol(Q̂w). The linear

differential equation satisfied by the generating functiony(x) of the expected cost
of standard partial matches is almost the same as (2), except that the independent
term there is−2/(1 − x)3 andy ′(0) = 1. It is straightforward then to show that
yw(x)= Vol(Q̂w) · y(x). The statement of the theorem now immediately follows
from the known asymptotic estimates for the expected cost of standard partial
matches in random relaxedK-d trees [14]. The special casesw = 00. . .0 (ρ = 0)
andw = 11. . .1 (ρ = 1) are similarly handled; they are even easier, as the first
behaves like a full traversal of the tree, whereas the second behaves like an exact
search in a binary search tree.✷

Computing the volumes Vol(Q̂w) of proper slices turns out to be a difficult
task, both because our model allows queries to fall partially off the boundaries
and the data points do not have to be uniformly distributed. On the other hand,
if ∆is are large then the gap between the lower and upper bounds of Theorem 6
is significant; besides, the random model loses interest as the “frame” around the
data region is also too large. But if the∆is tend to 0 asn → ∞ (in other words,
the number of reported points does not grow linearly withn) and the data points
are uniformly distributed, then we can easily establish the following corollary.

Corollary 8. Given a random relaxedK-d tree storingn uniformly and
independently drawn data points in[0,1]K , the expected cost of a random range
search of sides∆0, . . . ,∆K−1 (with ∆i → 0 asn → ∞) with center uniformly
and independently drawn fromZ∆, is given by

E[Rn] ∼ ∆0 · · ·∆K−1 · n+
∑

1�j<K

cj · nα(j/K)

+ 2 · (1−∆0) · · · (1−∆K−1) · logn+O(1),

where

cj = β(j/K) ·
∑

w: order(w)=j

( ∏
i: wi=0

∆i

)
·
( ∏

i: wi=1

(1−∆i)

)
.
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Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem 6 and the asymptotic estimates given
in Theorem 7. When∆i → 0 asn → ∞, we haveV (Z∆) → 1; hence the lower
and upper bounds in Theorem 6 match and

E[Rn] ∼
∑

w∈(0+1)K

E[Pn,w].

Finally, observe that for the uniform distribution, and provided that the∆is are
small enough, we have

Vol
(
Q̂w

) ∼
( ∏

i: wi=0

∆i

)
·
( ∏

i: wi=1

(1−∆i)

)
. ✷

Notice that the term∆0 · · ·∆K−1 · n in E[Rn] is the expected number of
reported points and hence the overhead isO(nα(1/K)).

The result above assumes a random model where the queries may fall partially
outside[0,1]K , but it also gives a very good approximation to the average cost of
range searches in a random model where the queries must completely fall inside
[0,1]K (again, provided that∆i → 0 for 0 � i < K and the centers and data
points are uniformly distributed).

4. Other multidimensional data structures

It is important to stress that no assumptions were made with respect to the
way that discriminants are assigned during the construction of the tree, so all
theorems of Section 3.2 and Theorem 6 apply to standardK-d trees [1], squarish
K-d trees [7],K-d-t trees [6] and other variants. It turns out that the theorems
also apply to quadtrees [2] without change.

Furthermore, similar arguments to that of Theorem 7 are also valid, relating
the expected cost of sliced partial matches to the expected cost of standard partial
matches. In general, whenw �= 00. . .0 andw �= 11. . .1 for the data structures
mentioned above we have

E[Pn,w] = βw · Vol
(
Q̂w

) · nα(ρ) +O(1),

whereρ = order(w)/K, α(x) = 1 − x + φ(x), andβw is a constant depending
onw. The expected cost of range search, when∆i → 0, takes hence the form

E[Rn] = ∆0 · · ·∆K−1 · n+
∑

1�j<K

cj · nα(j/K)

+ 2 · (1−∆0) · · · (1−∆K−1) · logn+O(1), (3)

wherecj = ∑
w: order(w)=j βw · Vol(Q̂w).
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Different data structures are characterized by differentαs andβs. For standard
K-d trees the necessary analysis is from [11] where it was shown thatφ(x) < 0.07
and that it is the unique real solution of(

φ(x)+ 3− x
)x(

φ(x)+ 2− x
)1−x − 2 = 0.

No closed expression for theβs is given, but their values can be explicitly
computed with some effort; forK � 4 all the numerical values are given in [11].

K-d-t trees are like standardK-d trees (whent = 0 they coincide) but subject
to local rebalancing of subtrees of size� 2t + 1 [6]; for this variantφ(x) = φt(x)

is the unique solution of[(
φ(x)+ 3+ t − x

)(
φ(x) · · ·(φ(x)+ 3+ 2t − x

) · · · )]x
· [(φ(x)+ 2+ t − x

)(
φ(x) · · ·(φ(x)+ 2+ 2t − x

) · · ·)]1−x

− 2t + 2!
t + 1! = 0.

The authors provide the value ofβw for some specific patterns, as well as the
expected cost of standard partial matches for several values oft andn, but the
supplied data is not sufficient to provide asymptotic estimates of the cost of range
searches and either experiments or considerable additional analytic work using
the techniques in [6] would be necessary to obtain the values of theβs.

SquarishK-d trees [7] have optimal performance sinceφ(x) = 0; however,
the values of theβs are not yet known and the only way for the moment to
compute them would be through experimental measurement. For quadtrees the
analysis of partial match can be found in [10];α(x) is the same as for standard
K-d trees. But theβws depend only onK and the order ofw. ForK = 2, we have
β01 = β10 = Γ (2α + 2)/(2α3Γ 3(α)) ≈ 1.5950991, but no explicit form is given
for higher dimensions.

Last, but not least, the theorems in Section 3 also apply toK-d tries, relaxed
K-d tries and quadtries. These multidimensional data structures are space-
oriented rather than data-oriented, since they induce partitions of the space that are
independent of the data points (except that the recursive subdivision of the space
stops when the corresponding region contains only one or no points). In order
to apply the theorems of Section 3, we only need to assume that each internal
node “contains” the middle point of the hyperplane(s) associated to the internal
node, to meaningfully define sliced partial matches in these data structures. The
average cost of range searches in these digital data structures satisfies (3), but
theβws involve a fluctuating periodic term (depending onn) of small amplitude
and bounded by a constant. For instance, for relaxedK-d tries [14] we have
α = α(x) = log2(2− x) andβw = β(order(w)/K) with

β(x)= 1

log2

(
(α − 1)Γ (−α) + δ(log2n)

)
,
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and δ(·) a periodic function of period 1, mean 0 and small amplitude that also
depends onα.

5. Experimental results

We have conducted a series of preliminary experiments to validate the
theoretical analysis of the previous sections and to explore its limitations, when
the input data does not fulfill some of the hypotheses of the random model.

Each “sample point” in our experiments consisted of a random relaxed and
standardK-d tree of sizen and dimensionK, both built from the same sequence
of random insertions. Up toQ range searches with random queries of given edge
lengths were requested in both trees. And this was repeated forT pairs of trees of
each size and dimension.

The legends of the plots indicate the different parameter values: dimen-
sion (K), size (n), number of trees per size (T ), number of queries per tree (Q),
and edge lengths (∆). Each plot depicts the empirical expected cost of range
search against the theoretical predicted value.

Fig. 5. RelaxedK-d trees (K = 2, n � 50,000,T = 300,Q = 100,∆= [0.01,0.01]).
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Fig. 6. RelaxedK-d trees (K = 3, n � 50,000,T = 300,Q = 100,∆= [0.01,0.01,0.01]).

Fig. 7. RelaxedK-d trees (K = 4, n � 50,000,T = 300,Q = 100,∆= [0.01,0.01,0.01,0.01]).
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Fig. 8. StandardK-d trees (K = 2, n � 50,000,T = 300,Q = 100,∆ = [0.01,0.01]).

Fig. 9. StandardK-d trees (K = 3, n � 50,000,T = 300,Q = 100,∆= [0.01,0.01,0.01]).
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Fig. 10. StandardK-d trees (K = 4, n � 50,000,T = 300,Q = 100,∆ = [0.01,0.01,0.01,0.01]).

The experiments suggest that the variance of the cost of range search is high.
We conjecture that ifE[Rn] = a ·n+b ·nα +o(nα), the variance ofRn is�(n2α).

We have also performed experiments using the same setting as for the first set
of experiments, but the data points and query centers were drawn from a clustered
distribution (see, for example, Fig. 11).

In order to generate these clustered distributions, a number of “clusters” is
fixed in advance and the centers of the clusters uniformly and independently
generated in[0,1]K . To generate a data point, a cluster is selected at random with

Fig. 11. Two clustered distributions ofn = 1000 points in[0,1]2 (left: c = 5, σ = [0.1,0.05]; right:
c = 10, σ = [0.05,0.05]).
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Fig. 12. Clustered distribution,K = 2,n � 50000,T = 50,Q = 1000,∆ = [0.01,0.01]. Left: relaxed
K-d trees; right: standardK-d tree. The upper curves in the plots are the theoretical predictions
with estimated proper slices’ volumes; the middle curves show empirically measured costs; the lower
curves are the theoretical predictions with uniform estimates for proper slices’ volumes.

identical probability and each coordinate of the point is then generated according
to a normal law whose mean is the corresponding coordinate of the center of the
cluster. If the generated data point falls outside[0,1]K then it is rejected and the
procedure repeated.

In our experiments, the number of clusters wasc = 10 and the standard
deviationsσi of the normal laws were taken all identical to 0.05. The centers of
the queries were generated according to the same distribution as the data points.

There are two problems for the application of Corollary 8 to data and range
queries generated according to the model above. First, it is very difficult, if not
impossible, to analytically compute the volumes of the proper slices. We have
prepared a program to compute the approximate values of these volumes for
given∆’s, by repeatedly “throwing” queries with the given edge lengths and a
large number of data points for each query, keeping frequency counts of the event
“point falls in Q̂w .” For instance, whenK = 2 and∆ = [0.01,0.01] we have the
estimates Vol(Q̂00) = 0.000868, Vol(Q̂01) = 0.022335, Vol(Q̂10) = 0.019432,
and Vol(Q̂11) = 0.957365, which are significantly different from the volumes for
the given values of∆ in the uniform distribution.

The second and most important problem is that the data points and query
centers are not independent, so that Corollary 8 cannot actually be applied.
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However, our experiments show that it still provides reasonable approximations
to the observed data.

The plots for clustered input show the results of the experiments together with:

(a) the estimates given by Corollary 8 as if the points where uniformly
distributed;

(b) the estimates obtained by plugging the “experimental” values of the proper
slices’ volumes (see above) into the formula of Corollary 8.

The programs to conduct the experiments where written in C (using the GNU
gcc-2.8.1 compiler), and run under Solaris 5.7 in a Sun Ultra 5 workstation.
AWK scripts where used as a front-end to the C program for easier interaction and
for data analysis. The plots were produced with Maple 6 andgnuplot. The full
suite of programs and data files is available by request from the corresponding
author.
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